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Abstract. Laboratory facilities have made great strides in producing large sets of reliable data for X-ray 
astronomy, which include ionization and recombination cross sections needed for charge balance calculations 
as well as the atomic data needed for interpreting X-ray line formation. We discuss data from the new 
generation sources and pay special attention to the LLNL electron beam ion trap experiment, which is 
unique in it.s ability to provide direct laboratory access to spectral data under precisely controlled conditions 
that simulate those found in many astrophysical plasmas. Examples of spectral data obtained in the l-160 
A wavelength range are given illustrating the type of laboratory X-ray data produced in support of such 
missions as Chandra, XMM, ASCA and EUVE. 

I INTRODUCTION 

The field of X-ray astronomy has shifted from simple source detection to detailed spectroscopic investigation. 
‘I’he culmination of mapping out X-ray sources ca,me with ROSil T, which provided a catalogue of over 60,000 
detected sources, covering nearly all categories of X-ray emitting astrophysical objects. Subsequent observations 
conducted with ASCA have demonstrated the great spectral diversity among the different objects. ‘I’he X-ray 
band from 0.1 to 10 keV is rich in discrete spectral line emission and comprises the K-shell emission from carbon 
through nickel, the L-shell emission from neon through nickel, and the M-shell emission from iron and nickel. 
‘l’he ASCA observations have thoroughly demonstrated that X-ray emission line spectroscopy represents an 
iuclispensable tool for understandin g the physical couditions in high-temperature cosmic plasmas. 

Although ASCA observations provided a wea,lth of new information, t,hey were limit,ed by the relatively 
low resolving power of ASCA’s energy dispersive instrumentation. Present satellite misisons, such as 6%and,ra 
and XMM, have overcome this limitation using high-resolution dispersive gratings, and now have the spectral 
resolution to discern individual spectral features and thus to resolve many of the lines important for plasmas 
diagnostics. This opens the X-ray band to scientific scrutiny in unprecedented fashion. 

Successful and reliable iuterpretatiou of these X-ray spectra requires an adequate understanding of the 
atomic data underlying the emission. Cosmic X-ray sources are never in local thermodynamic equilibrium. 
Calculations of the spectral emission, therefore, must. be based ou cle,tailed accouuting of all microphysical 
processes tlmt feed and deplet,e a given quantum level in ions t,lmt more oft,en than not lmve a complex a,tomic 
structure. ‘femperature gradients, trausieut phenomena, photon fields, flows and shocks further complicate the 
picture and require atomic data valid also for plasmas outside equilibrium. 

The atomic data needs cau be grouped into two categories. The first comprises the ionization and recombina- 
tion data needed for determining the proper ionizat,ion structure of the emit,ting sources. ‘I’hese data determine 
the relative abunclances of each ionization stage of a given element in the pla.sma. ‘The second comprises the 
data needed to describe the radiation produced by a, given ionization state. These data determine what lines 
are produced given the properties of the ambieut plasma a.nd their relative intensities. Clearly, both types of 
atomic data are needed to describe the oIlserved line features. The first provides the particle, the second the 
photon mix. 



Calculation of the atomic data in mauy cases is difficult or very time consm~liug. Relativity camiot be 
ueglected in intermediate-Z ions so that intermediat,e coupliug must be used to describe the atomic struc- 
ture. The proper predictions of ionization and recombiuation rates involve mauy processes such as resoua,ut 
excitation-autoioiiization, recombination iuto metastable levels, etc, that are more ofteii than not missing from 
calculations. Nevertheless, these calculations are arguably still less complex than those necessary for proper 
prediction of the X-ray emission from a giveii ioii species. The latter not only must include liue formation 
by recombiuatiou aud iouizat,iou phenomena, but also radiative cascades from higher-lying levels, resouance 
excitation, radiative decay by higher-order multipoles, aud collisioual deexcitation, among others. Because of 
this complexity, most calculatious compute ouly a fraction of the entire problem. Eveu then, they must rely 
ou approximations. 

The ueed for laboratory measurements is clear. Again and again laboratory data haveshowu that calculations 
a,re incomplete, i.e., that they are missing crucial physics left out as part of the approximations. And laboratory 
data provide the yard stick by which to determine the accuracy of calculations. They are used as meaus to 
decide wheu a given calculational result is “good enough”, i.e., wheu to break off a time-consuming calculat8ion. 

The conventional approach in laboratory measurements has beeu to measure a giveu cross section, wave- 
length, or rate aucl compare it with theory. While this approach, which simply isolates a single piece of a very 
complex puzzle, is standard in atomic physics, it does not work for laboratory astrophysics. Approaches are 
ueecled that address a whole set of processes working together and cover the whole spectrum. Aclvauces in 
experimental design during the past decade have allowed such measurements. New geueratiou atomic physics 
devices have been developed that act as“aualog computers” providing the data ueeded to describe X-ray spec- 
tra in detail. These devices are: (1) merged aud crossed beam facilities for the measurement of ionization cross 
sections, (2) ion storage riii, n facilities for the measurement of iouizatioii cross sectious aucl low-energy dielec- 
trouic recombination resonances, (3) late-generation synchrotrons for photoionizatiou measurements, and (4) 
electron beam iou traps for measurements of electron-ion excitatiou cross sectious and high-energy dielectrouic 
recombiuatiou resonances. 

The uew laboratory devices have in common that large sets of atomic data cau be geuerated in a rather 
short amouut of time. No louger is it necessary to measure one small piece of the puzzle over a long period 
of time. Once the experimental couclitioris are set up, say for measuring dielectrouic recombiiiation, much of 
the same data can be produced in a relatively short time. For example, by sweeping the energy of the electrou 
cooler in a storage ring all dielectrouic resonances can be measured for a given ion that fall iuto the energy 
rauge accessible with the electron beam. Similarly, by sweeping the beam euergy in the electron bea.m iou 
trap all excitatiou processes coiitributing to a given line can be measured. The iiew generation machines thus 
contrast st,arkly with older plasma sources such as sparks aucl lasers, where most of t,he experimental time is 
spent understanding the source itself. The new devices are ready to go ou demand aud can thus truly fuuctiou 
as analog computers that cau generate the desired data more accurately than computer codes do. Morevover, 
the new sources operate in a low-density regime so that the data are directly applicable to most astrophysical 
plasmas. 

Unlike computer codes, controlled measurements can in principle account for all processes. Noue of the 
physics is left out. For example, if the Breit-interaction is relevant for a given dielectronic resonance, it is 
included when the resonauce is measured. If quautmn electrodynamics shifts a giveu liue position, it will show 
up in the spectrum. If relativity turns ou a particular radiative clecay mode, the liue will automatically appear 
in the spectrum. If configuration interaction iiiflueiices the liiie intensity, the line iiiteiisity will reflect that 
intensity. If cascade coutributious from thousands of levels need to be summed to get t,he correct flux of a. line, 
the sum will automatically be “computed” in the measurement. 

Of course, uo measurement is perfect. Settiiig LLP the appropriat,e measurement, technique is paramouiit 
to measuring the correct quantities with the desired accuracy. When doue appropriately, serious measure- 
meuts provide an invaluable parameter: relia.ble uncertainty limits. Uucertaiuty limits are something very few 
calculations can provide. 

One may argue that the combination of being able to geuerate large amounts of experimental data, on demand 
aud to give uucerta,iiity estimates reduces the reliance oii calculations and in mauy cases elimiiiates it. For 
example, by using the merged beam techuiclue virtually all ionization cross sections for virutally all charge 
states of irou have been measured in the range below 2 keV and for some as high as 5 keV [l-3]. Storage rings 
have refined such measurements so that even minute contributions from exotic processes are included with 
liigli accuracy in the measurement,s [4], Similarly, st,orage riugs can measure low-energy recombiiiatioii rates, 
both due to dielectronic aud radiative capture, for virtually all ions [5 71. The electrou beam iou trap can 
measure virtually all high-energy dielect,ronic recombination rates [&lO]. Although not all of these rates have 
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FIGURE 1. Density and temperature space sampled by different spectroscopic light sources. The EBIT source 
provides the appropriate charge states found in astrophysical plasmas at densities comparable to stellar atmospheres. 
Storage rings and merged beam apparati are not, shown, as they do not generally provide spectroscopic data. 

iudeed been measured, this nevertheless meaus that all the relevant cross sections and rates that enter charge 
balance calculations cau be measured with existing labora,tory apparati. Reliance 011 theoretical cross section 
calculations could be eliminated in the near future, provided resources were focused on making the necessary 
measurements. 

ln the following, we describe measureme& performed with the electron beam iou trap (EBIT) at Livermore. 
Unlike merged beams and storage rings, which measure ionization aucl recombinat,iou by detecting changes in 
the ion charge, the EBIT measures the radiation emitted by the ions. The data produced by EBl’lY is thus most 
closely related to that observed by X-ray missions. In fact, among laboratory sources of X ra,diatiou, the EBIT 
source is the closest in parameter space to those of hot astrophysical X-ray emitting plasma,s, as illustrated in 
Fig. I. Only tokamak sources produce similarly high charge states at relatively low densities; but these plasmas 
lack the control afforded by the EBIT source. The conditions under which astrophysical spectra are produced 
cau vary consiclerably - from ionizing plasmas in super nova remnants to stellar coronae in equilibrium aucl 
recombiniq photoionized plasmas surroundin g accretion sources. Similarly, spectra at the LLNL EBIT source 
can be produced under mauy different conditions that simulate those of astrophysical sources. ‘ibis allows us 
not only to measure specific at,omic rates but also to test the iuterpiay of different line formation processes. 
The source thus offers tremendous versatility not fomlcl in other laboratory plasmas. 

II THE EBIT SOURCE 

‘I’lie electron beam ion trap was designed and implemented at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. It 
was specifically developed and built for studying the interactions of electrous with highly charged ions using X- 
ray spectroscopy [ll]. A schematic of the device is showu in Fig. II. Neutral atoms or ions with low charge are 
injected into a nearly monoenergetic beam where they are collisioually ionized and excited by au electron beam. 
The beam electrons are confined and focused by a 3 Tesla magnetic field, generated by a pair of superconducting 
Helmholtz coils. As the beam passes through the trap region of 2-cm length, it is compressed to a diameter of 
approximately 60 Ann. tons are longitucliually confined in the trap by applying the a.ppropriate voltages to a set 
of three drift tubes through which the beam passes. Radial confinement is provided by electrostatic attraction 
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FIGURE 3. Radial cut through EBIT showing the six ports that provide access to the trap. Five ports are used for 
spectroscopy. The sixth port is used to inject gases into the trap. 

of the electron beam, as well as flux freeziug of the ions within the maguetic field. All three drift tube voltages 
float ou top of a common potential t,hat is supplied by a fast-switching high-voltage amplifier. ‘I’he electrou 
beam energy is determiiied by the sum of these potentials aud may rauge between about 150 aud 20,000 eV for 
most measuremeuts of interest. The electron beam clensity at a given beam energy can be selected by varyiug 
the beam current. It typically is in the rauge of 2 x lOi - 5 x 10’” ~ill-~, i.e., in the rauge of many stellar 
coronae. 

Six axial slots cut in the drift tubes and aligned with six vacuum ports permit direct line-of-sight access to 
the trap, as shown in Fig. 111. Oue port is used for introducing atomic or molecular gases into the trap by 
meaus of a ballistic gas injection system. ‘I’he remaining five ports are used for spectroscopic measuremems. A 
seventh port ou the top of EBIT permits axial access to the trap and is used for the injection of singly c.hargecl 
metal ioiis into the trap from a met,al vapor vacuum arc source 

In over a decade of operation, spectroscopic instrumentation has been developed that matches the unique 
properties of the source. This iiistrumeiitatioii uow provides measurements that span the 1 ~ 7000 A region, 
i.e., the region from X rays to the visible. Special emphasis was placed ou the X-ray and EUV regions to 
provide laboratory data for astrophysics missions such as ASG’A, C%~zdm, EUVf3, UXS, and XMM. A t,ypical 
arraugement for X-ray astrophysics is showu in Fig. 111. A windowless high-purity Ge detector monitors the 
overall X-ray emission from the ions. This signal is used for tuning the facility, for comlt rate normalization, 
and for monit.oriug the presence of impurity ions. Two high-resolution bent-crystal spectrometers are available 
to provide detailed information ou K-shell liue emission spectra, below 5 A [la]. ‘I‘ wo flat-crysta,l spectrometers 
operating in vac’uo provide detailed L-shell and k-shell spectra in the 4 - 26 A region [13]. Two flat-field 
spectrometers, one with a 1200 !/mm, the other with 2400 e/mm grating are used to study the 10 400 
A extreme ultraviolet region [14]. Au X-ray calorimeter with parameters identical to those of the X-Ray 
Spectrometer (XRS) that had beeu part of the Ash-E mission will commence operation in summer 2000. 
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Calculated iron ionization balance in EBIT as a function of electron beam energy. 

We use multichannel detection to increase efficiency and provide data of the highest level of reliability. X-ray 
detectors include gas-proportional counters, CCD cameras, and microchannel plates. Data are recorded with 
a multi-parameter data acquisition system. 

A very important feature of EBI’Y is the ability to produce ions of a desired charge state. We do so by relying 
on the fact that we can choose the energy of the electron beam. This provides us with a powerful technique 
to determine which line comes from which ionization state. A calculation of the iron ionization balance as a 
function of electron beam energv based on electron-impact ionization and radiative recombinat,ion is shown in 

V I  

Fig. IV. 
Proper selection of the beam energy also allows us to select a specific line formation process. In fact, 

excitation processes are best studied by sweepin g the energy of the electron bea,in in a continuous fashion after 
the desired ion balance has been established. The multi-parameter data acquisition system allows us to tag 
each X-ray event with the energy of the electron beam. ‘I% procedure correlates the line emission to specific 
beam energies and to determine the excitation function of a given spect,ral line. Resonant enha.ncement in the 
line emission, onsets of radiative cascades from higher levels, and dielectronic satellite features blending with 
a given line can thus be measured and the relative magnitude of each process assessed for different electron 
energies, as discussed in subsequent sections. 

A novel and very useful feature is the ability to sweep the electron beam energy in time so as to reproduce 
a Maxwellian electron distribution function. To do so we have developed a procedure for rapidly changing 
the energy of the electron beam using a programmable arbitrary function generator. At the same time the 
current is adjusted to keep the electron density constant. Typical traces of electron beam energy and beam 
current a,re given in Fig. V. When integrated over one sweep period this provides nearly the same electron 
energy distribution function as that found in a Maxwellian plasma of a given temperature. Missing are only 
very low and very high energy electrons, as we can set t,he beam energy neither to zero nor to infinity. Luckily 
such truncations are unimportant for most X-ray applications (cf. [15]). Tl le sweeping is done fast enough so 
tha,t the ionization equilibrium has no time to adjust to the instant,aneous bea,m conditions but sees only the 
average that represents the Maxwellian temperature. The great advantage of this procedure is that we can 
dial up any given temperature and produce the relevant, spectra. EBl’T truly acts as an analog computer that 
calculates the spectra for us. 

III REPRESENTATIVE EBIT MEASUREMENTS OF M-SHELL, L-SHELL, 
AND K-SHELL SPECTRA 

The extreme ultraviolet wavelength band can be observed with f3candrc1 up to ‘LOO A. This overlaps with the 
range covered by the short,-wavelength spectrometer aboard the EUli,!? satellite. Using our 1200 e/mm grating 
spectrometer we have surveyed the emission from four charge states of neon in this wavelength band. A typical 
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FIGURE 5. Timing patterns used to simulate a Maxwellian plasma wit,h EBIT: (a) electron beam voltage, (b) voltage 
on the electron gun anode producing the beam current. The traces simulate a 2.0 keV plasma. 

spectrum is shown in Fig. VI. ‘I’he spectrum shows the sheer wealth of lines. Clearly, these lines represent 
a great potential for detailed plasma diagnostics provided all liues are properly accounted for in the spectral 
models. 

lising the same instrumentation, we have performed systematic measurements of the M-shell emission of 
Fe VII through XVI in the CO- 140 8, region. Much of this emission is unknown. To illustrate this point, we 
show a spectrum of Pe x111 in Fig. VII aud compare it to the data found in CHIANTI [16]. ‘l’he comparison 
demonstrates the utter iucompleteness of the modeling data base. This abysmal lack of data is not just a 
problem of CHIANTI; it extends to all data bases, iucludiug MEKA [17] aud the Arcetri model [18]. The 
problem spans across all charge states of iron from Fe XIII and below [ICY]. In fa,ct, mauy of the problems in 
performing global fits to the short-wavelength spectra obtaiued by the 81/1/B missiou [22] appear be attributable 
to the fact that maiiy of t#lie lines are simply missing from the models used for the fits [20]. 

The shorter wavelength region below 60 h is accessed with our 2400 !/ mm grating. A spectrum of the 
K-shell emission from heliumlike and hydrogeuic ions of the CNO group is showu in Fig. VIII. This region is 
especially important for such missions as UXS, Cl6andro, and XMM. 

Yet shorter wavelengths are analyzed ou EBI’I’ with crystal spectrometers. Usiug our two flat cryst,al spec- 
trometers, we are able to measure the entire emission from L-shell irou ions in the IO ~~ IS h region simultaue- 
ously [13,21]. A spectrum of the Fe XVII emissiou is shown in Fig. IX. Alt,hough t,he spectrum is better known 
than M-shell, uew lines are identified. The uew hues are relatively weak and are mostly trausitious from levels 
with high pricipal quantum number 1~. However, because most of these liues are clust,ered near the ionization 
limit for Fe XVII, these high-n L-shell t#ransitions contribute to a uarrow part of the spectrum between about 
10 ~ 11 A. The combined flux of these lines is about 13 % of that of the strong 3~1 t 2p resonance line at 
15.0 A. This is a considerable amount of flux that has uot been included in most spectral codes. A study of 
the contributious from these high-n trausitions on the spectrum of Capella observed with ASCA was made 
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FIGURE G. Spectrum of Ne v - Ne VIII. Lines are identified by the charge state and the transition. Lines marked 
(*) are second order lines. 
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FIGURE 7. Spectrum of Fe XIII in the extreme ultraviolet: (a) measurement on EBIT; (b) predictions from the 
CHIANTI data base. CHIANTI does not give intensities for the four lines it lists, so the lines shown indicate no more 
than their positions. 
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FIGURE 8. K-shell emission from carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen in the extreme ultraviolet recorded with EBIT 

recently [23] and found to be a significant effect. 
Spectra have also been measured for all higher charge stat,es of iron in this wavelength band. Mvlany liues 

have been identified for the frst time (e.g., [‘L4]). A I 3ce iminary line list of the L-shell iron lines from Fe XVIII 1 
through Fe XXIV was publisl~ed in [%I. A more comprehensive list is in preparation [Xl. This list now contains 
about twice as many lines as were used in the MEKA model or were giveu in standard line lists. 

The K-shell iron emission is very important for hot astrophysical sources such as galaxy clusters and super- 
nova remnants. Using our high-resolution bent crystal spectrometers we have made numerous observations of 
the K-shel&pectrum of iron. ‘I’lie spectral resolving powers in these measurements ranges from 800 to 20,000. 
Most of tlq,jines from the higher charge states of iron in this spectrum are known. However, many of the lines 
from the lqver charge states are not as well known, mostly because it is very difficult to produce low charge 
states of ifti in the laboratory yet have the high electron energies needed to excite the K-shell lines. We have 
overcome t&se problems and mea,surecl the K-shell emission from very low charge states of iron, ranging from 
Fe xx to a,~Jow as Fe IX. A typical spectrum of t,lle K-shell emission from low charge state iron ions is shown 
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FIGURE 9. L-shell emission spectrum of Fe XVII. The range shown is the full range simultaneouly accessible with 
our flat-crystal spectrometers. N&e that there are different verticals scales associated with the left and right halves of 
the spectrum 
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FIGURE 10. K-shell spectrum of Fe x - Fe XX. The emission in the range from 1.925 to 1.940 A is comprised of 
K-shell lines from all charge states of iron between Fe XVII and Fe X. Individual contributions cannot be resolved and 
are not marked except for the four features shown. 

in Fig. X. Liue lists resultiug from our K-shell measuremeuts cau be fouucl in [27--291 

IV DETERMINATION OF LINE FORMATION PROCESSES AND 
EXCITATION CROSS SECTIONS 

Line identificatiou is ouly a small, albeit important, part of our measurements. Using the ability to quickly 
switch the electron bea.m energy, we map out different line formation processes. Such processes include both 
direct electron-impact excitation as well as indirect liue formation processes, such as those associated with 
resonance excitation and high-n dielectronic satellite contributions. 

As au example of the cliffereut liue formation processes contributing to a giveu liue we show in Fig. XI the L- 
shell lines from Fe XVII in the 15 18 A range. By sweeping the electrou beam euergy from as low as 200 eV to 
well above 2000 eV, the measuremeut identifies the differeut coutributious to the lines: direct electron-impact 
excitation and resouance excitation above the threshold for excitation, aucl clielectronic-recombination satellite 
lines below threshold. While the latter are tecliuically lilies differeut from their parent line, they cauuot be 
resolved aud contribute to the liue iuteusity observed in a plasma source. The figure immediately shows that 
dielectronic resonances are important for the 3d + 2p lines. But dieletrouic resoua,uces are uot importaut for 
the 3s + 2p lines. 

Based ou such energy-dependent measurements the excitation cross section coutributing to given line as a 
fuuction of energy cau be readily extracted. Au example for the 3~1~1~ -+ 2ps,2 transition in lithiumlike Fe 
XSIV is shown in Fig. XII. 

As noted, the contributions from the dielectronic satellite lines, especially those that are unresolved in 
wavelength from their parent line, are important for accouiitiug for all of the flux. Our measurements show 
that such satellites cau enhance some L-shell liues in Fe XXIV by 20 5’0 [30] or more, especially in colder plasmas. 
As already illustrated in Fig. XI, we stress that not all liues are enhanced by such contributions. Each liue 
must be treated individually. This couuters the assumptions made in the MEKA model, for example, where 
essentially every electron-dipole-allowed line is assumed to have a giveu percentage of the flux emauatiug from 
clielectroiiic satellit,es. 
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FIGURE 11. Emission of the 3d + 2p and 3s -+ 2p transitions in neonlike Fe XVII. The bottom figure shows the 
emission as a function of electron energy. The threshold for direct electron-impact excitation is marked. Emission below 
threshold is due to dielectronic satellites. 

V NONEQUILIBRIUM PROCESSES 

Mauy astrophysical plasmas are not in charge-balance equilibrium. Our capabilities that allow us to rapidly 
switch the energy of the electrons also let us simulate nonequilibrium conditions. For example, we have 
simulated ionizing plasmas fouud in super nova remnants by studying the time dependence of the spectral 
emission as charge state equilibrium is reached [29]. Such a simulation allows us to identify va,rious markers 
for ionizing plasmas a,mong the irou K lines. Typical spectra of the K-shell irou emission for different values 
of the ionization parameter 7j = net are shown in Fig. X111. 

Recombining plasmas are another area of investigation. 111 photo-ionized plasmas, high charge state ions 
are produced in intense photou fields. ‘I’he electrou temperature is rather low, and the role of electrons in 
X-ray line formation is purely limited to recombination. We have simulated such conditions by first producing 
a giveii ioniza~tioii state, then switching the energy of the electroiis to values where recombination is the only 
line formation process. A typical K-shell spectrum of Fe xxv produced by electrou capture into hyclrogenic Fe 
XXVI ions is shown in Fig. 14. The spectrum looks very different from that produced in a hot electron plasma. 
The triplet lines are much stronger than the singlet lines, which is in stark contrast to spectra produced by 
electrou-impact excitation. Purthermore, ii0 satellite transitions, neither collisional nor clielectronic, from lower 
charge states are visible. The latter is the result of the fact that none of the lower charge states of iron has a 
K-shell vacancy, thus precludin g the possibility that a K-shell transition takes place during the recombination 
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FIGURE 12. Emission of the 3p3j2 + 3s l,2 transition in lithiumlike Fez3+ as a function of electron energy showing 
dielectronic satellite contributions below t,hreshold and resonance excitation contributions above threshold for elec- 
tron-impact excitation. Different theoretical predictions are indicated: HULLAG [:30]; Iron Project /31]; DW [AZ]. 

process. This snakes the spectra unique for icleutifying recombination clominatecl plasmas. 

CONCLUSION 

Facilities nowadays exist that can produce much of the atomic data ueecled for the proper and reliable 
interpretation of astrophysical X-ray data. Ionization and recombination cross sectious for all astrophysically 
relevant ions can be measured by usin% pa,rticle-counting techniques on stora,ge rings and crossed a,ncl merged 
beam facilities. Such measurements include resonance phenomena that, may lead to double ionization or that 
enhance recombination. Similarly, X-ray excitation cross sections can be measured by observing the spectra 
of interest directly in the laboratory by using photon counting techniques on the EBI’l’. X-ray spectroscopic 
measurements at the Livermore EBIT have been optimized over t,he past decade to provide definitive values 
of electron-impact excitation, dielectronic and resonance excitation cross sections. By looking directly at the 
processes that produce line emission, the EMT measuremeuts cau assess whether or not a particular process is 
relevant and which lines ueecl to be included in spectral models. The Livermore measurements now cover the 
ent,ire K-shell or L-shell complex in essentially one experimental setup and can provide the atomic data needed 
for synthesizing accurate spectral models. Most importantly, the spectral aud collisioual data provided by the 
new fac.ilities provide uncertainty limits that are invaluable in establishing believable bouncls on the physical 
paralneters inferred from spectroscopic observations of astrophysical data. 
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FIGURE 13. K-shell emission from iron ions for different values of the ionization parameter 17 = n,t: (a) 
q = 5 x 10’~crn-~, (b) pl = 20 x 10’Ocm-“, (c) p) = 50 x 10’Ocm-“. Lines strongly enhanced by innershell ioniza- 
tion are the Fe XXIII line at 1.879 A and the Fe XXV line at 1.568 A. These can be used as markers for ionizing plasmas 
for high values of q. 
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FIGURE 14. K-shell emission from iron produced by electron capture. All emission is from Fe XXV ions. The lines 
are labeled in the following notation: w - 1.52~ ‘PI -+ ls2, y - ls2p 3P1 + ls’, x - 1s~~ 3p2 --f IS”, ,Z 1s’~~ 3,5’1 -+ ls2. 
No lower charge states may contribute. Such spectra are produced in photo-ionized plasmas, 
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